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ABSTRACT 
This paper, by purely algebraic and elementary methods, studies useful criteria 
under which the quadratic forms x’Ax and x’Bx, where A, B are n X n symmetric real 
matrices and x’ = (xl. x2, . . . , x,,) # (0, 0, 0, 0, . . . , 0), can vanish simultaneously and some 
real linear combination of A,B can be positive definite. Analogous results for 
hermitian matrices have also been discussed. We have given sufficient conditions on 
m real symmetric matrices so that some real linear combination of them can be 
positive definite. 
1. SUMMARY 
Everywhere below, A,B are square matrices of order greater than 1, and 
neither is the null matrix. 
PROPOSITION 1. Zf A, B are hermitian n X n matrices and the equation 
~A+AB~=O(where~A+~~denotesthedeterminantofA+ABandXi.san 
indeterminate) has no root, then there exists a nonnull column vector .$ such 
that t*A-$=.$*B[=O (where the symbol * denotes the conjugate transpose). 
PROPOSITION 2. Zf A, B are real symmetric n X n matrices and the 
equation (A +xBJ =0 has no root, then there exists a nonnull column vector 
.$ with real components such that cA[=eB[=O (where the symbol ’ 
denotes the transpose). 
PROPOSITION 3. Zf A, B are hermitian n X n matrices and the equation 
IA +hB I =0 in A bus a nonreal root, then there exists a nonnull column 
vector 5 such that .$*A.$ = [* Bt = 0. 
PROPOSITION 4. Zf A, B are real symmetric n X n matrices, n > 3, and the 
equation JA +ABI =0 has a nonreal root, then there exists a nonnull column 
vector 6 with real components such that &‘A6 = 6’B6 = 0. 
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PROPOSITION 5. lf A, B are hermitian n X n matrices such that for no 
nonnull column vector 6 does [*A.$ = .$* B( = 0, then there exist real numbers 
a, b for which aA + bB is positive definite. 
PROPOSITION 6 (Finsler). If A, B are real symmetric n Xn matrices, 
n > 3, such that f3r no nonnull column vector 6 with real components does 
6’A6 = 6’B6 =O, then there exist real numbers a, b for which aA + bB is 
positive definite. 
PROPOSITION 7. If A,B are real symmetric n X n matrices, n > 3, and 
(*A[=(*B[=O f or some nonnull column vector 5, then there exists a 
nonnull column vector 6 with real components such that 6’AS = 6’B6 -0. 
PROPOSITION 8. Zf A, B are n X n hermitian matrices and (& are 
nonnull column vectors such that .$:Atl +5‘2*A52=~:B51+~~B~,=0, then 
there exists a nonnull column vector 5 for which <*A.$=[* B(=O. 
PROPOSITION 9. lf A,B are n X n hermitian matrices such that for no 
nonnull column vector .$ does [*A< = [* B( = 0, then there exists a nonsingu- 
lar matrix C for which C*AC and C*BC are both diagonal matrices. 
PROPOSITION 10 (Milnor). Zf A, B are real symmetric n X n matrices, 
n > 3, such that for no nonnull column vector 5 with real components does 
FAE= 5’B(= 0, then there exists a non-singular matrix C with real entries for 
which C’AC and C’BC are both diagonal matrices. 
PROPOSITION 11. If A,,A,, . . . ,A, are real symmetric n X n matrices 
such that for no nonnull real column vector (’ does rAi< = 0, i = 1,2,. . . ,m, 
and there exists a nonsingular matrix C with real entries such that C’A,C, 
i = 1,2,. . . ,m, are all diagonal matrices, then there exist real numbers 
a,,a,, . . . ,a,,, for which EaiAi is positive definite. 
2. INTRODUCTION 
We have the classical result that if A, B are hermitian (or real symmetric) 
matrices and one of them is positive definite, then there exists a nonsingular 
matrix C for which C*AC, C*BC are both diagonal matrices; C has real 
entries if A,B are real symmetric. 
Proposition 9 can be considered as a less restricted version of the above 
classical result. In view of the classical result, Proposition 9 easily follows 
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from Proposition 5. Proposition 6 seems to have been first discovered by 
Finsler [l]; it was later rediscovered by Calabi [4]. Proposition 10 is attri- 
buted to Milnor by Greub [2]; possibly it was also discovered earlier. 
It is not trivial to deduce Proposition 6 from Proposition 10. This was 
done by Taussky-Todd [3] using Stiemke’s theorem. 
It is surprising that classical mathematicians missed Proposition 6 and 
Proposition 10. These results have interested many mathematicians [4-151. 
Proposition 9 was obtained by this author [12] and later by Kraljevic [ll]. 
Proposition 5 has also been treated in [5]. 
3. PRELIMINARIES 
Everywhere A,B denote hermitian or real symmetric n X n matrices. 
1 A( = determinant of A. Greek letters (except X) denote column vectors. 
If A,B are hermitian (or real symmetric), we say that A,B (more 
accurately the quadratic forms [*A.& <*B[) have a common zero 5 if 
[*A( = [* B( = 0 for some nonnull column vector & 
The hermitian (or real symmetric) matrices A,B are said to be equivalent 
to A,,B,(written A,B-A,B,) if there exist numbers p,q,r,s with ps-qr#O 
and a nonsingular matrix C such that 
A, = pC*AC + qC* BC, B, = rC*AC + SC* BC. 
If A, B are real matrices, we require p,q, T,S to be real and C to have real 
entries. Obviously the above relation for pairs of hermitian (or real symmet- 
ric) n X n matrices is an equivalence relation. 
If we multiply the ith row and column in each of A,B by the same 
nonzero real number, we get 2 matrices A,,B, and A,B-A,,B, holds. 
Permutation of ith and jth rows and then ith and jth columns in each of A, B 
gives us A,, B, such that A, B-A,, B,. This is really a congruence transforma- 
tion by a permutation matrix P. Thus A, = P’AP, B, = P’BP. Adding c times 
the ith row to the jth, i #i, and then adding E times the ith column to the jth 
in each of A, B, we get A,, B3 such that A, B-A,, B3. In case A, B are real 
symmetric, c is taken to be real. We use these operations to get convenient 
canonical forms A,, B, for a given pair of matrices A, B. 
Observe that if A, B-A,, B,, then A, B have a common zero if and only if 
A,, B, have one. Similarly, if for some real numbers a’, b’, a’Al + b’B, is 
positive definite, then for some corresponding real numbers a, b, aA + bB is 
positive definite; and conversely. 
For any real number A, and A, B hermitian, A +xB is hermitian, so it 
easily follows that ]A + XB 1 is a polynomial in A with real coefficients. In 
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some cases the equation IA + M3 I= 0 is insoluble; e.g., when 
A= I 
If there is a real number r such that IA + rB/ =O, then A,B--A,,& 
where A, = A + TB and B, = B. There is a unitary matrix (or real orthogonal 
matrix U, if A is real symmetric) such that U*AiU is a real diagonal matrix 
with the upper left corner entry equal to 0, and if A,B have no common 
zero, then the upper left comer entry of U*B1 U is not 0. We suppose A, B 
have no common zero. 
By repeated application on A,,& of the operations stated in previous 
paragraphs, we get two matrices A,, B, where A, B-A,, B, and 
a2 
a3 
1 0 0 **- 0 
0 b,, b, . . . b,, 
B2 = 0 b32 b, - . . b,, 
.o. . ini . b,3 . . , .* *. . .b,,. 
(34 
with the a,‘~ real and all other entries 0 in A,. B, is hermitian or real 
symmetric according as A, B are hermitian or real symmetric. 
We have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. If A, B are hermit& (or real symmetric) and have no 
common zero, and if f&r some real number r we have IA + rB I =O, then 
A, B-A,, B,, where A,, B, are hermitin (or real symmetric) and are given in 
(3.1). 
We shall see presently that the real number r in the lemma always exists 
if A, B have no common zero; in case A, B are real symmetric we also require 
that n > 3. 
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4. PROOFS OF THE PROPOSITIONS 
The proof of Proposition 3 is trivial. For, let IA + &,B I= 0 where X, is 
nonreal. There is a nonnull column vector [ such that (A +&,B)[=O. So 
.$*A[= -Ti,&*B[. As [*A.$,.$*B[ ace real while A, is not, we have .$*A.$= 
[*B.$=O. n 
Proof of Proposition 1. Let U be a unitary matrix for which U*BU is a 
diagonal matrix with entries b,, b,, . . . , b,,. Let U*AU= (u,J. Note that 
IA+mj =)U*(A+u)UI 
= 1 U*AU + XU*BUI 
a11 +Xb, up2 *** al” 
= a21 a22 +Xb, ... a273 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
a Ill a n2 a,, + Ah 
In the usual expansion of this determinant, one of the summands is II;, i( uii 
+hb!)-a polynomial in X. If none of the b’s is 0, then clearly [A +ABI is a 
polynomial of degree n in X, and so IA + AB I = 0 has roots. Hence some of 
the b’s, without loss of generality, say b,, 1, br+2,. . . , b,,, are 0 while 
bb I, 2,. . . , b, are nonzero. Let P be the (n - r) X (n - r) submatrix at the right 
hand lower comer of A + AB. If P is nonsingular, IA +xB I =0 is a polynomial 
equation of degree r, and then IA + XB I = 0 will have roots. So P must be 
singular, and then there is a nonnull column vector (Y with (Y’ = (a,, i, . . . , a,,), 
say, such that Pa=O. If /3’=(0 0 . . . 0 u,+i . . . a,), then /3#0. Let 5= 
Up. Then t#O and At= B(=0 and so 5*A(=5*B[=O. H 
The proof of Proposition 2 is similar to the above proof; we take a real 
orthogonal matrix V instead of U. 
Before proving Proposition 4, we prove a lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. If A,B are red symmetric n X n matrices and there exist 
real vectors tl, t2, q, 5, #O, 77 #O, such that GA7 = E BIJ = 0, i = 1,2, and 
[;A[1+&A[2=0, &B(,+&B[2=0, then there is a nonnull real vector 6 
such that 6 ‘A6 = 6’B6 = 0. 
Proof. If & =O, then we can take 6 =&. So suppose Zi #O. If 6,,& are 
linearly dependent, then the lemma holds trivially. So suppose [i,Z2 are 
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linearly independent. Taking 6 = ultl + u&s + uq, where ur, us,o are real 
numbers, we find that 6’A6 = (u; - t&&At1 + 2u,u,&A& + &‘Aq and 
6’B6 = (u;- u,2).&B5, +2u,u&B&+ u2$Bn on using the relations in the 
hypothesis. 
There exists a real noMull vector (a, a’, b) with b > 0, orthogonal to each 
row of the matrix 
Note that if a = a’ = 0, then n’An = $Bq = 0 and hence 6 = q in this case. So 
we suppose that a,~’ are not both 0. We take v = b’12 and choose real 
numbers ur, u2 to satisfy UT - ~2” = a, ulu2 = a’. This choice, it is easy to see, 
is always possible. We then find that for 6, = ultl + u2t2 + q, S, = ur.$r + 
u2t2 - uq we have S;A6, = 8; B6, = 0, 6iA6, = 6iB6, = 0. Of a,, a,, at least one 
is nonnull; otherwise we would get u&r + u2t2=0, contrary to the linear 
independence of [,,[,. Thus we have a nonnull column vector 6 such that 
6'AS=6'B6=0. n 
Proof of Proposition 4. LetA,+ih2,~2#0,beanonrealrootof IA+ABj 
= 0. So we have a column vector [= [r + it2, where S,,.$, are real column 
vectors and 
and so 
From these, we get 
[A+(Xl+ih2)B](5,+iS2) = 0, 
A6 = -X,B& + &JG2, 
At2 = -X,B& - X,B&. 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
As &G1 = 5W12 and EYG2 = EN& we see that x2(5;B51+e2B52)=0 and 
hence &B&+&B[2=0, and then from (4.1) and (4.2), ~rA5,+&&=0. 
Choose a nonzero column vector q with real components so as to have 
[;BT = 0, &Bq = 0. This is always possible, as we have two homogeneous 
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equations in at least three unknowns (since n > 3). Immediately we have 
.$ATJ = 0, i = 1,2, by (4.1) and (4.2). 
By Lemma 4.1, we get the desired vector 8. n 
From the first four propositions we see that if A, B have no common zero 
(and in case A, B are real symmetric we also suppose that n > 3) then the 
equation (A +hB I= 0 has roots and all of them are real; and hence the 
number r in Lemma 3.1 exists. 
To prove Propositions 5 and 6 we establish two lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let A,B be hermitian (0~ real symmetric with n >3) 
without a corrunon zero [so A,B-A,,B, of (3.1)]. If all the ai’s in (3.1) are 
positive or negative, then there exist suitable real numbers a, b for which 
aA + bB is positive definite. 
Proof. Suppose first that all a, >O. Then AA,+ B, will be positive 
definite if IC,(>O, i=1,2 ,..., n, where Ci is the i x i submatrix of hA, + Bz 
made up of its first i rows and columns. But 1 C,j is a polynomial in X of 
degree i - 1 with real coefficients and leading coefficient positive, so for 
large X, ICI>0 (i=l,2 ,..., n), and hence AA,+ Bz is positive definite. If all 
the a,‘s are negative, then for large A, -AA,+ B, is positive definite. It 
follows that for suitable real a, b, aA + bB is positive definite. n 
Note that Lemma 4.2 proves Proposition 5 for the case n=2. We shall 
prove Propositions 5 and 6 by induction on n. To start the induction for 
Proposition 6, we require the following Lemma. 
LEMMA 4.3. Proposition 6 holds for the case n = 3. 
Proof. As A, B have no common zero, the equation (A +ABI =O has a 
real root r. Then A, B-A,, B, with A, = A + rB, B, = B. Next A,, B,-A,, B, 
of (3.1) and so A, B-A,, B3 with A, = B,, BS = A, a diagonal matrix. Thus 
CaseI. C?neofs,a, is0. Without loss of generality, suppose a3 #O. 
Then b,, must be positive; otherwise the vector f where 5 =(x, LO) with 
x2+ bzz= 0, would be a common zero of A,, B3. Hence A, + cB3, where c has 
the same sign as a, and Jc( is large, is positive definite, as is easily seen. 
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Case II. a~, % are both positive or both negative. Then A, + cB,, where 
c has the same sign as a, and JcI large, is obviously positive definite. 
Case III. aa, a, are of contrary signs. Without loss of generality, we 
may suppose a, > 0, a3 < 0. Let the diagonal matrix 
i 
1 
C = a;l/’ 
I 
(-a,)-i/s ’ 
and A, = C’AsC, B, = C’B,C. Then 
10 0 
A, = 0 b, b I 1 (=y), 0 b b,. 
and A, B-Ad, B4. If b, + b, + 2b < 0, then 5 with 5’= (x, 1, l), where x2 + b,+ 
b3 + 2b -0 is a common zero of A,, B4. If b2 + b3 -2b < 0, then 5 with 
e = (x, 1, - l), where x2+ b,+ b,- 2b =0 is a common zero of A, B,. As 
A,, B4 have no common zero, we see that b,+ b, > 21bl. Let c=(b,- b,)/2. 
We then have b,+c=(b,+b,)/2>Jbj and b3-c=(b2+b3)/2>Jbl, and 
hence A4 + cB4 is positive definite. 
So the lemma holds. n 
Proof of Propositions 5 and 6. We shall prove these simuhaneously by 
induction on n. Suppose the propositions hold for matrices of order n - 1. If 
A, B are hermitian, n > 3; and if A, B are real symmetric, 7~ > 4. 
As A, B have no common zero, the equation 1 A + AB I= 0 has a real root r, 
and so A,B-A2,Bz of (3.1). 
Because of Lemma 4.2, it remains to discuss the case when not all the ai’s 
are positive or all negative. So suppose that the a,‘s are not all positive or all 
negative._ 
Let A,,_ i, I?,, _ i respectively denote the (n - 1) X (n - 1) s_ubmat+s of 
A,, B, formed by their last n - 1 rows and columns. Then A,,_ r, B,_ 1 are 
without a common zero and are hermitian or real symmetric according as 
A, B are hermitian or real symme$c. By our inductive assumption, there are 
real numbers a’, b’ for which alA,,_ 1 + b’B,,_ 1 is positive definite. Obviously 
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b’#O, since the a,‘s are not all positive or all negative. Let A, = A,, 
B, = a’Az + b’B,. Then 
b’ 0 
0 a’X;,_,+b’@_, ’ 1 
and A, B-A,, B,-A,, B, (where the upper and lower 0 in B3 stand respec- 
tively for a row and a column null vector). 
Because of our supposition on the ai’s, there iz a nonnull column vector x 
with real components x,, x3, . . . , x,, such that x’A,,_ ix = 0. If b’ < 0, we can 
choose xi to satisfy b’xf + x’( a’&_ 1 + b’g, _ Jx = 0 remembering that 
x’(a’&_ 1 + b/in_ Jx > 0. So if b’ < 0, we have a column vector with real 
components xi, 4,. . . , x,, which is a real common zero of A,, B,. This implies 
that A,B have a common zero, contrary to hypothesis. We conclude that 
b’ > 0. 
Clearly B3 = a’A, + b’B, is positive definite, whence it follows that UA + 
bB is positive definite for suitable real numbers a, b. 
As Proposition 5 holds for n = 2 it holds for all tx > 2. Similarly Proposition 
6 holds for n =3, and so for all n > 3. This completes the proof of these 
propositions. n 
Proof of Proposition 7. Let 5= t, + its, where [i, & are real column 
vectors. If possible, let there be no real nonmill column vector 6 for which 
6’A6= S’BS =O. Then by Proposition 6, aA + bB is positive definite for 
suitable real numbers a, b. So. 
&(d+bB)& > 0, 
i.e., 
a&% + MiB& > 0, 
and 
i.e., 
513(d +bB)& > 0, 
a&A& + b&B& > 0. 
Adding these, we get a&At1 +&A&) + b(&B[, +&B&J >O, i.e., a<*At+ 
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bt* B,$ > 0. But .$*A( = .$* B( = 0, so we get a contradiction. Thus the Proposi- 
tion holds. H 
The proof of Proposition 8 is similar; one uses Proposition 5. Proposition 
10 follows from Proposition 5 and the classical result stated in the Introduc- 
tion applied to uA + bB and B. The proof for Proposition 9 is similar. 
Proof of Pmpo&icm 11. Our proof is essentially due to Taussky Todd 
[3]. Let Di = C’A,C be a diagonal matrix with entries uil,qZ,. , , ,a,, i = 
1,2 ,.*., m. 
We recall Stiemke’s theorem: Given a real matrix 
i 
a11 U12 . . . al” 
p = u2, a22 . . . U2n , 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
U ml U m2 *** U7lUl I 
either there exists a nonnull row vector y = ( yi, y2,. . . , y,,) with yi > 0 such 
that y is orthogonal to each row of P, or there exist real numbers a,, aa,. . . , a, 
such that 
zluiuij > O for j = 1,2 ,..., n. 
By the hypothesis of the proposition the row vector y cannot exist; otherwise 
the vector x with x’ = ( yfi2, yii2,. . . , y,““) C’, would be a common zero of the 
4,‘s. So EuiDi and hence &,A, is positive definite. n 
My thanks are due to the referees fm detecting two errors in the original 
draft of the paper. 
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